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A Welcome from Mr. Lucas!

It is with great exhilaration that we, here at Windber Area High School, present you with the

Course Selection Guide for the 2019-2020 school year. Within this year's publication, you will find all of
the trusted organizational and procedural information to support you in YOUR course selection process.
For the 2019-2020 school year installment of the guide, we are continuing our tradition of

providing a world-class educational experience as one the Best High Schools in both the state of

Pennsylvania and the United States of America. With pride in our programming and the passion to offer
each student his/her own unique opportunities to grow, we continue our theme of "YOUR ...".
Our High School continues to develop some of the most intelligent and well-prepared young

people in the country as is evidenced by the many accolades received by both our school and our

students. This guide is the representation of our efforts to remain on the cutting edge of educational

programming. During the 2019-2020 school year, we plan to offer some newly proposed and very

interesting courses for our students. Please take the time to review the course descriptions within this

guide to prepare YOUR academic plan for the upcoming school year.

During YOUR high school years, you will look to meet the necessary requirements to graduate

and be awarded a diploma as well as begin to develop and explore YOUR interests and aptitudes. You

will find course work that appeals to you on both a personal and pre-professional level. You will

enhance YOUR existing inventory of knowledge and skills to expand into new and exciting areas. You

will do all this while continuing to have access to a rigorous, academic program that is focused on YOUR

College and Career Readiness.

As you review this book and share its contents with YOUR family and those you trust for support

and direction in YOUR education, I invite you to look forward into YOUR planned future and find those
courses that make the connections and develop the knowledge that you will need. The process of
course selection is all about how you shape YOUR time at Windber Area High School and the

coursework you choose is ultimately meant to continue YOUR development and preparation.

Welcome again to YOUR.....Course Selection Guide for 2019-2020!

��
Richard E. Lucas

Principal

Windber Area High School
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Special Services
Mission & Vision

A three to twenty-four month training program in a vocational,
technical, or trade school. A degree is not usually awarded.
Examples: Mechanics, electronics, drafting and computer
orientation.

Apprentice
Program

Vocational or
Technical
Program

A union-oriented four or five year program of
on-the-job training with pay.
Examples: building trades and technical skills.

Two year (18 month) career-oriented program of study at a junior
college, community college, or branch campus of a major college
or university. An associate degree is usually awarded for completion.

Associate
Degree

Examples: Engineering technology, computer technology, office
administration.

Baccalaureate
Degree
Level

A four year (36 month) formal program of study at a college or
university. A bachelor of science or arts degree is usually the degree
earned.
Examples: English, history, pre-professional, medical technology, and
nursing.

Many careers may require training beyond the regular four year
(36 month) program.
Examples: law, medicine, teaching, physical therapy, pharmacy,
psychology, and certain forms of engineering.

Masters
and PhD

Academic Standards can be obtained through satisfactory completion of the following courses of study, which requires obtaining at least 70% achievement accuracy.

Full Time Student

1/2 Day GJCTC Student

Communications

4.0 Credits

Communications

2.0 Credits

Mathematics

4.0 Credits

Mathematics

4.0 Credits

Science

4.0 Credits

Science

4.0 Credits

Humanities

4.0 Credits

Humanities

2.0 Credits

Physical Education

0.5 Credits

Physical Education

1.0 Credits

Required Electives

5.5 Credits

Required Electives

13.0 Credits

Required Core Plus More

4.0 Credits

(need to take 2 9-week PE Courses)

(GJCTC)

Exploration (.25) * 4yrs.
Health/Wellness (.25) * 4yrs.
Graduation (.25) * 4yrs.
Personal/Life (.25) * 4yrs.
As Required in Preparation for Keystone Exams
Remediation/Test Prep Skills (.50)
With Approved Independent Study Application
Performing Arts (.25)*4yrs.
Total Credits

26 Credits

Total Credits

26 Credits

High School Course Completion and Current Requirements

Students in Grade 9 through 12 are expected to meet or exceed grade level expectations in order to meet graduation requirements.
In the event that a student has not met grade level expectations, Summer School may provide an opportunity for credit recovery.
During the 2019-2020 school year, in order for a student to be classified in a particular grade or to graduate, he/she must meet the
credit requirements listed below. Only Reading Counts points accumulated in grades 9 through 12 will count toward the graduation
requirement.
If a student, or his/her parent, chooses not to take advantage of Summer School,
Status
Credits Completed they do so with the knowledge that the student will not remain on track to graduate
Freshmen
Less than 6 credits with his/her class.
Sophomore
6 credits
If a required course is failed, the student must repeat it. Provisions are available to
Junior
12 credits
make up certain courses online or at certain educational institutions. Students will
Senior
19 credits
not be permitted, for the purpose of credit recovery, to schedule 2 levels of English
Graduate
26 credits
courses during the same school year.

*Course Weighting included within Course Descriptions*

Honors Curriculum
The Honors Curriculum is designed around very rigorous, very challenging coursework that is intended to prepare students for the
highest level post-secondary demands. In order to qualify for participation in the Honors curriculum, a student must maintain a
cumulative (end of year) evaluation rating of 85% or above in the individual subject area along with the corresponding instructor
recommendation. A failing grade in any marking period will trigger an academic review. Students that fail to maintain these requirements will be aligned to the appropriate coursework in the Academic curriculum. Extra credit assignments may not exceed
2% of the evaluation for any marking period. Courses associated with the Honors curriculum will carry an additional weighted value of 25 GPA points. Advanced Placement courses (often times taken within the Honors curriculum) will carry an additional
weighted value of 50 GPA points.

Academic Curriculum
The Academic Curriculum is designed to extend and enhance the requirements set forth for graduation by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. Courses within this curriculum are challenging and intended to prepare students to engage in a range of
post-secondary opportunities. In order to qualify for participation in the Academic Curriculum, a student must maintain a
cumulative (end of year) evaluation rating of 75% or above in the individual subject area along with the corresponding instructor
recommendation. A failing grade in any marking period will trigger an academic review. Students whose performance in an
individual subject area that meets or exceeds 98% cumulative end of year evaluation and is accompanied by the corresponding
instructor’s recommendation shall be considered for placement in the Honors curriculum by the Administration/Guidance
Department. Students that fail to maintain the requirements for participation in the Academic curriculum will be aligned to the
appropriate coursework in the Standard Curriculum. Extra credit assignments may not exceed 5% of the evaluation for any marking
period. Courses associated with the Academic Curriculum will carry a weight of 1.0. No additional course weight is awarded to
these courses.

Standard Curriculum
The Standard Curriculum is designed to meet the requirements set forth for graduation by the Pennsylvania Department of Education. Courses within this curriculum are intended to build on a student’s strengths so that they can maximize their skills and successfully engage in post-secondary opportunities. Students whose performance in an individual subject area that exceeds 98%
(cumulative evaluation—end of year) and is accompanied by corresponding instructor’s recommendation shall be considered for
placement in the Academic Curriculum by administration/guidance department. Extra credit assignments may not exceed 10% of
the evaluation for marking periods. Courses associated with the Standard Curriculum will carry a weight of 1.0.

MID-TERM EXAM: A middle of year examination (Mid-Term) will be administered in all year long courses with a credit value of 1.0.
The purpose of this exam is to measure and evaluate the student’s acquisition and retention of the content and skills that were
presented during the first half of the academic year. This exam equates to a value of 5% of the final grade for the course. The
following year long course types will not require a Mid-Term Exam; Advanced Placement(AP) and ACE. (Scheduled annually at the
discretion of the High School Principal)
FINAL EXAM: An end of the year cumulative examination (Final) will be administered in all year long and semester long courses
with a credit value of either 0.5 or 1.0. The purpose of this exam is to measure and evaluate the student’s acquisition and mastery
of the content and skills that were presented during the course throughout the academic year. This exam equates to a value of
5% of the final grade for the year long and semester long courses. The following year long course types will not require a Final
Exam: Advanced Placement (AP) and ACE. (Scheduled annually at the discretion of the High School Principal)

Advanced Placement(AP)
AP is a rigorous academic program built on the commitment, passion, and hard work of students and educators from both secondary schools and higher education. AP provides willing and academically prepared high school students with the opportunity to
study and learn at the college level. Through AP courses, teachers help students develop and apply the skills, abilities, and content
knowledge they will need later in college. Each AP course is modeled upon a comparable college course where college and university faculty play a vital role in ensuring that AP courses align with college-level standards. AP Courses culminate in a suite of college
-level assessments developed and scored by college and university faculty members as well as experienced AP teachers. AP Exams
are an essential part of the AP experience, enabling students to demonstrate their mastery of college-level course work. Strong
performance on AP Exams is rewarded by colleges and universities worldwide. More than 90 percent of four-year colleges and
universities in the United States grant students credit, placement, or both, on the basis of successful AP Exam scores.
The Readers’ scores on the free-response questions are combined with the results of the computer-scored multiple-choice questions; the weighted raw scores are summed to give a composite score. The composite score is then converted to a score on AP’s 5point scale. While colleges and universities are responsible for setting their own credit and placement policies, AP scores signify
how qualified students are to receive college credit or placement:
AP SCORE QUALIFICATION
5 = Extremely well qualified
4 = Well qualified
3 = Qualified
2 = Possibly qualified
1 = No recommendation
Thousands of two and four-year colleges and universities grant credit, placement or both for qualifying AP Exam scores because
these scores represent a level of achievement equivalent to that of students who have taken the comparable college course. In
order to be eligible for Advanced Placement courses, students must achieve 93% or higher in each quarter in previous courses of
study and /or teacher recommendation. For more information about the role of colleges and universities in the AP Program, visit
the Value of AP to Colleges and Universities section of the College Board website at http://professionals.collegeboard.com/highered/placement/ap.

College in High School
The College in High School program allows students the opportunity to earn college credit while enrolled at Windber Area HS.
ALLEGANY COLLEGE OF MARYLAND
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
1 SEMESTER
3 COLLEGE CREDITS
A foundation course in psychology includes the nature and purpose of psychology, the dynamics of adjustment, sensory development, psychometrics and the application of psychological knowledge to practical problems.
SOCIOLOGY
1 SEMESTER
3 COLLEGE CREDITS
A basic course in sociology that includes the principles of sociology using empirical knowledge and the application of the scientific
method, basic principles of social interaction, social roles, organization, processes, stratification, social change, group dynamics and
valuation.

Dual Enrollment
– Subject to approval by accredited institution
The Windber Area School District partners with Pennsylvania Highlands Community College to provide its students with the ability
to achieve college credits while attending high school through its Accelerated College Education or ACE program. The Dual Enrollment program allows high school students the opportunity to enroll in college level courses and to receive both college and high
school credit for that course work. Students who participate in Dual Enrollment are responsible for the submission of applications,
transcripts and other required documentation to have credit awarded. Courses in the ACE Program are noted in the course description portion of the Course Selection Book. Additional Dual Enrollment opportunities may become available as approved by
the School District and its Post-Secondary partner institutions as preparations for the 2019-2020 school year proceed.

Windber Area HS offers over
electives in subject
areas to meet the individual interests and needs of every
student. With everything from Application Development
to Greek Mythology, there is no shortage of choices
when it comes to personalizing your education!

GREATER JOHNSTOWN CAREER & TECHNOLOGY CENTER
HALF-TIME CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY SEQUENCE

Half day vocational-technical programs are available to Windber students at the Greater Johnstown Career and Technology Center
in Grades 10, 11 and 12.


Four (4) credits will be awarded for each year of completion of the Career/Technical program.



.25 credits will be awarded for each element of the graduation project strand.

 To meet graduation requirements, students attending the Greater Johnstown Career & Technology Center must
complete all required classes each year, or make them up in an approved summer school program.

GREATER JOHNSTOWN CAREER AND TECHNOLOGY CENTER COURSE SELECTION GUIDE
Career success and postsecondary education success require the same level of college prep coursework. The Pennsylvania Department of Education’s (PDE) focus is to ensure that every student is prepared for college and a career. Therefore, PDE has mandated
that all Career and Technical schools adopt Programs of Study (POS) under the Students Occupationally and Academically Ready
(SOAR) program. Programs of Study incorporate secondary education and postsecondary education elements; include coherent
and rigorous content aligned with challenging academic standards and relevant career and technical content in a coordinated, non
-duplicative progression of courses that align secondary education with postsecondary education to adequately prepare students
to succeed in postsecondary education; may include the opportunity for secondary education students to participate in dual or
concurrent enrollment programs or other ways to acquire postsecondary education credits and lead to an industry-recognized
credential or certificate at the postsecondary level or an associate or baccalaureate degree. The Greater Johnstown Career and
Technology Center (GJCTC) supports this initiative and offers the following areas as Programs of Study: Auto Body/Detailing, Automotive Technology, Biotechnology, Building/Property Maintenance and Management, Component Engineering, Cosmetology,
Construction Technology, Culinary Arts, Diesel Mechanics, Early Childhood Education, Graphic Design/Multimedia, Health Assistant,
and Welding. Please visit our website at www.gjctc.org for more information. Also, you may view statewide articulations by
visiting the following website: www.collegetransfer.net. For more information about SOAR visit www.pa.gov and search SOAR.

The Greater Johnstown Career and Technology Center offers the following Programs:
Collision Repair & Refinishing* (CIP 47.0603)
 Use advanced equipment and techniques found in professional auto collision repair companies
 Design, prepare, paint, and refinish vehicle surfaces
 Apply professional techniques of metal fabrication, adhesive repair, and creative airbrushing
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for ICAR Certification, immediate employment, and further
education
Automotive Technology* (CIP 47.0604)
 Work on vehicles and advanced mechanical systems in a modern automotive environment
 Utilize advanced diagnostic equipment to troubleshoot and repair complex automotive systems
 Diagnose and fine-tune today’s computerized automotive electrical systems
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for ASE Certification and PA State Inspection License, immediate
employment, advanced certifications, and further education
Biotechnology* (CIP 26.1201)
 Investigate Forensic Science, Genetic Engineering, and Medical Technology
 Perform DNA Fingerprinting, Genetic Transformations, and Protein Analysis in a state of the art lab facility
 Partner with experts to manipulate laboratory-grown molecules, cells, tissues, and organs
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for immediate employment as a laboratory/research assistant or
further education in the biological/medical sciences
Component Engineering* (CIP 48.0501)
 Experience a fast-paced, high performance manufacturing environment
 Use advanced computer controlled technology (CNC machines) to manufacture precise steel, aluminum, and plastic
components
 Read blueprints to meet critical design specifications
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for NIMS Certifications, immediate employment, and further
education
Construction Technology (CIP 46.9999)
 Construct building projects from blueprints to completion
 Explore and develop techniques in Carpentry, Masonry, Plumbing, HVAC, and Electric
 Operate a wide range of professional hand, power, and air tools
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for Builders Association Certification, apprenticeship, immediate
employment, and further education
Cosmetology (CIP 12.0401)
 Experience a full-service interactive salon environment
 Use professional salon techniques to provide a full range of hair, nail, and skincare services
 Create and develop unique styles to exceed client expectations
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for State Licensure, immediate employment, and further education

Culinary Arts* (CIP 12.0508)
 Work side-by-side with a professional chef to create gourmet meals and deserts for catering events
 Plan, prepare, and serve meals for upscale events and casual dining
 Create and produce foods with an artistic presentation
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for ServSafe Certification, immediate employment, and further
education
Diesel Mechanics* (CIP 47.0613)
 Analyze and repair complex electric, hydraulic, and diesel fuel systems for a variety of heavy equipment
 Troubleshoot, repair, and assemble diesel and gas powered engines and machinery
 Use equipment and techniques found in professional heavy equipment facilities
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for ASE Certification and PA State Inspection License, immediate
employment, advanced certifications, and further education
Early Childhood Education* (CIP 19.0708)
 Have fun preparing young children for educational success
 Create, research, and provide developmentally appropriate learning material and activities for children
 Interact daily in an on-site certified preschool
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for CDA-Ready Certification, immediate employment as an
Assistant Group Supervisor and further education
Graphic Design / Multimedia* (CIP 50.0402)
 Produce a full range of creative client projects
 Create illustrations, drawings, animations, logos, and typography for dynamic visual communications
 Use the same advanced equipment, software, and techniques as professional graphic designers
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for Adobe Certification, immediate employment, and further
education
Health Assistant* (CIP 51.0899)
 Develop medical and dental assisting skills using high-tech equipment found in today’s healthcare facilities
 Experience live clinical instruction at long-term and acute care facilities
 Practice medical and dental assistant skills in a high tech SIM lab
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for Nurse Aide Certification, advanced certifications, immediate
employment, and further education
Welding* (CIP 48.0508)
 Use advanced fabrication equipment and welding techniques to build, assemble, and repair metal components
 Read blueprints to meet critical design specifications
 Develop the confidence, work ethic, and team cooperation necessary for a career in fabrication
 Upon completion of this program you will be prepared for AWS Certifications, immediate employment, apprenticeship,
and further education
Building/Property Maintenance and Management* (CIP 46.00401)
 Apply technical knowledge & skills to keep a building functioning
 Prepares individuals to serve a variety of structures including commercial and industrial building & mobile homes
 Instruction includes the basics of carpentry, millwork, plumbing, painting, glazing, electricity, plastering, welding, minor
sheet metal, concreting, bricklaying, tile setting, hardware usage, heating, ventilation, waterproofing, roofing, and record
keeping
* Indicate Program of Study

English 9

Journalism

English 10

Mythology
English 1 1

Theatre

Introduction to
Non-Fiction Texts

English 12

Short Stories

Yearbook
Intro to Film
DEBATE

“A book
must be the
axe for the

frozen sea
within us.”
Franz Kafka

C

Communications
Courses
ENGLISH 9 and 10

ENGLISH 11



Examination of short stories and novels



Research based writing project



Independent understanding of concepts of
literacy



Independent reading



Writing/reading practices



Application of grammar skills



Pennsylvania state mandated content

ENGLISH 12


Focus on English Literature (mainly historical perspective)
Composition, vocabulary, spelling, grammar and
public speaking



Research project – using print and online resources – on a controversial issue
Honors English 12 =

Focus on movements in American Literature



Examination of different forms of literature (short
story, novel & poetry)



Research project – using print and online resources



Composition, vocabulary, spelling, grammar and
public speaking



Honors English 11 =

AP ENGLISH LITERATURE AND COMPOSTIION









Critical analysis of imaginative literature



Examination of literary work’s structure,
style, theme, figurative language, symbolism
and tone



Summer reading program – 4 novels required



Required AP exam at end of course



Prerequisite: Honors English 10 and/or Honors English 11 and teacher recommendation,
93% or higher in each quarter in Honors English 9, 10, 11 required

AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION
 Encourage skilled writers who compose for a variety of purposes
 Encourage skilled readers of prose written in a variety of rhetorical contexts
 Reading and writing should make students aware of interactions among a writer’s purposes, reader
expectations, and an author’s propositional content, as well as genre conventions and the resources of language
that contribute to effectiveness in writing – College Board
 Four fundamental questions about composition – What/To whom/How/Why
 Required AP exam at end of course
 Prerequisite: Honors English 10 and/or Honors English 11 and teacher recommendation, 93% or higher in
each quarter in Honors English 9, 10, 11 required

C

Communications Courses

JOURNALISM





Basic skills of news reporting



Responsible for meeting
deadlines as they author
editorials, major news
stories, and various columns





Focuses on exploring, improving,
and refining writing skills in the
genres of fiction, personal essays,
drama, and poetry



Watch and perform speeches to develop body
language and narrative style



Study of mythology
as a genre with an
emphasis on Greek
mythology



Exploration of
Homer’s The Iliad
and The Odyssey



Realize the impact
of mythology on
western literature

Grades 9 and 10 with guidance recommendation


Web design, graphic design, and
page layouts conducive to yearbook and webpage design



Meet deadlines, orchestrate picture dates, obtain pictures of
students and staff



Prerequisite: Application required and teacher recommendation



Only seniors can be
editors

Debate
 An opportunity for students to act as
lawyers and witnesses in simulated
criminal and civil trials before actual
judges and panels of juries.

Compose and perform speeches to inform,
convince, demonstrate, as well as practice
impromptu speaking skills

Focus on style and technique

Prerequisite: 85%
average in English

Online self-study course to prepare students to
take the SAT exam



 If taken during Term 2, preparation for
the Mock Trial competition will occur.

YEARBOOK I/II

MYTHOLOGY AS LITERATURE I





SAT PREP PLUS



Awareness of print and
broadcast media

PUBLIC SPEAKING

CREATIVE WRITING



Provide students with an academic interpretation of
the Bible as a valuable intellectual asset



Basic knowledge of the Bible as a sourcebook



Influence of the Bible on other religions, literature,
music, history, law, and political views

BIBLE AS LITERATURE
“The secret of getting ahead

is getting started.”

C

Communications Courses


Literary elements that comprise a short story (plot,
character, theme)



Students will produce both analytical and research
based writing



Students will produce original short stories







Read, interpret, and
analyze nonfiction texts.
Identify reoccurring
themes, author’s purpose, and text structures
The themes of the class’s
major texts are survival
and the resiliency of the
human spirit



Read, interpret, analyze, and write in
both lyric and narrative verse



Structure, writing practices, themes,
and styles of various poets will be
examined

SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY LIT

Students who schedule an Academic or Honors English 9, 10, 11, 12,
or AP English class, will be required to participate in a summer novel reading program. During the summer, Honor level students will be required
to read two novels and students in the Academic level will be required to
read one novel. Students will be tested on the material upon their return
to school in the fall.

before he dies. The
man who never
reads lives

.”

THEATRE/DRAMA


Introduce the cultural importance of theatre, including historical contexts as well
as the relevance of theatre in contemporary society



Hands on approach both on the stage and
as an analytical member of the audience

POETRY

A study of select science fiction and fantasy novels
ranging from modern young adult literature (The
Fifth Wave, Hunger Games, Divergent), to critically
acclaimed series such as Lord of the Rings and Harry
Potter

“A reader lives a

-George R. R. Martin

INTRO TO FILM STUDIES

Mrs. McClain guides her students
through the process of writing an
introductory paragraph.

INTRODUCTION TO NONFICTION TEXTS

SHORT STORIES



Covers the beginning of film (“Arrival of a Train”
and “Trip to the Moon”) and advances to present
day productions



Examine the purpose of film, its changing face
throughout history, and the impact of film on
society

C

Sciences
Pre-Biology Biology
Microbiology Molecular Studies
AP Biology Organic Chemistry I

Pre-Chemistry Chemistry I
AP Chemistry
Anatomy & Physiology I
Physics I
Anatomy & Physiology II
Environmental Science

“Science is simply the
word we use to
describe the method of
organizing our curiosity.”
–Tim Minchin

Astronomy I

Nanotechnology AP Physics

S

SCIENCE

MicroBiology


Pre-Biology







BIOLOGY

Focus on principles of Biology
Life processes examined primarily at the
molecular and cellular levels
Intended for students as an intro to the 2nd year Biology course
Emphasis on Keystone Exam content



Introduction to microorganisms
Includes lectures/discussion, labs, and the use of the oil
-immersion microscopes
Prerequisite: 80% minimum in Honors Bio/Chemistry

Biology





Brief introduction to basic biological principles, topics, and materials
Cell, plant, environment, and animal studies are emphasized
Honors curriculum introduces cellular, botanical, ecological and
zoological studies
Focus on Keystone Exam content

AP Biology

Molecular Studies






Fast paced, very rigorous & challenging course that reinforces and expands various Biology/Chemistry concepts
Biomolecules, molecular biology, catabolic and anabolic
pathways, genetics, cell biology, atomic structure, the mole
concept, advanced stoichiometry (such as limiting reagent
problems and solution stoichiometry), nomenclature and
formula writing, and gas laws will be emphasized
One semester will concentrate on Biology and one semester
will concentrate on Chemistry
Prerequisite: minimum 93% final average for both Honors
Bio and Honors Chem and should be taking Honors Physics
concurrently with this course

CHEMISTRY

Pre-Chemistry







Introduces skills needed for General Chemistry I
and as part of a 2 year program
Emphasis on laboratory procedures and safety
Application of chemistry in daily life, stoichiometry,
dimensional analysis, atomic structure, and common naming systems
Online computer simulations

















Equivalent to a 2-semester college introductory biology course
taken by Biology majors during their first year
Rigorous, fast paced instruction and extremely challenging curriculum
Mandatory summer preparatory work
Considerable amount of homework to keep pace of the course
College level Biology textbook utilized
Preparation for the AP Biology test at the end of the year
Result of the AP test only affects whether a college will accept
your AP test score in place of a Biology class in college and will
not affect your grade in the course

Chemistry I
Skills covered parallel those in a 1st year college chemistry course
Emphasis on laboratory procedures and safety
Focus on dimensional analysis, atomic structure, chemical bonding, naming of formulas, stoichiometry, oxidation and reduction,
qualitative and quanitative analysis, kinetic theory, and general
problem solving strategies that will ensure success in college
chemistry
Mathematical in nature and significant figures are used
Prerequisite: Algebra I and Biology
Honors prerequisite: Algebra I and Honors Biology

SCIENCES

S

SCIENCE

ELEMENTS
AP Chemistry

Organic Chemistry I







Review of atomic structure, followed by introductions to hybridization
Nomenclature, preparation and reactions of alkanes,
alkenes, alkyl halides, carboxylic acids and alcohols
Prerequisite: minimum 85% in Chemistry




Anatomy & Physiology I









Preparation for the AP Chemistry exam
Equivalent to the general chemistry course taken during the
first college year
Topics include: structure of matter, states of matter, reactions,
descriptive chemistry and laboratory
Prerequisite: minimum 93% in Honors Chemistry, Molecular
Studies & Organic Chemistry (prerequisite or co-requisite)

ANATOMY

Human anatomy and physiology studies
Medical terminology, basic chemistry, cell and tissue structure, and the first six systems of the human body with fetal pig lab
Prerequisite: minimum 85% avg. in Biology/Honors
Biology and proficient on Biology Keystone
9th & 10th grade students admitted with approval
from Guidance and instructor

Anatomy & Physiology II






Human anatomy and physiology studies
Medical terminology and the seven systems of the
human body
Laboratory work will be required for each body system with fetal pig lab and heart dissection
Prerequisite: Anatomy & Physiology I

Astronomy I






Introductory course presents a comprehensive and
balanced view of what is known about the heavens
Description of astronomical phenomena using the
laws of physics
Standard topics including planets, stars, galaxies, etc.
Labs on observations, telescopes, and a possible field
experience to a local planetarium
Prerequisite: Physics concurrently

SCIENCES

S

SCIENCE

Physics I


Relationship between matter and energy



Topics include accelerated motion, Newton’s Laws of Motion, force,
dynamics, work, energy, power, and momentum
Honors curriculum—college prep curriculum
Prerequisite: Algebra I & Geometry, co-requisite Algebra II or higher
Honors Prerequisite: Honors Algebra I, co-requisite Honors PreCalculus or Honors Trigonometry





PHYSICS

AP Physics






Preparation for the AP Physics exam
An Algebra based, introductory college level physics course
Inquiry based investigations as students explore topics such as Newtonian mechanics, wave motion and basic electricity
Develop the ability to reason about physical phenomena
Prerequisite: minimum 93% in Honors Physics I or Education Program
based - Mathematics Specific

Nanotechnology

Environmental Science



Topics in Environmental Science & Ecology
Current issues in environmental science, population ecology,
pollution in ecosystems, and local ecology in our region





Introduction of uses for nanotechnology, lithography,
deposition, atomic force microscopy
Remotely control a scanning electron microscope located at Penn State University
Examine basic nonmaterials, nanostructures, and processes used in nanotechnology

SCIENCES

S

Visual Arts
Stitchery
Portrait and Figure Drawing Sculpture

Computer Aided Art
Drawing in Black and White

Realistic Painting

Water-Based Painting
ceramics

Fibers

Paper Sculpture

Jewelry Mixed Media Art
Drawing in Color Fashion Design

INTRO TO DRAWING
 Introduction to basic drawing mediums such as
charcoal, pen and ink, pastels, colored pencil, and
regular pencil
 Perspective drawing using point of view, various shading techniques, and positive and negative
spaces
PORTRAIT AND FIGURE DRAWING
 Portrait and figure drawings in a
variety of drawing mediums

Visual
Arts
DRAWING IN COLOR
 Basic drawing through various colored drawing mediums such as colored pencil, chalk pastel, and oil pastel
DRAWING IN BLACK AND WHITE
 Basic drawing skills in various black and white mediums
such as graphite pencil, vine charcoal, charcoal pencil, and
pen and ink






CERAMICS I, II & III
To work in the areas of hand-built and wheel-thrown ceramics
Level I – structure and surface
Level II – glaze and slip application
Level III – advanced concepts in glaze and slip application

REALISTIC PAINTING

Review of basic color theory and the elements



STAGE ART

and principles of art and design


Water-based and oil-based painting mediums



Designed for students to develop, design, and
create artwork for various projects which are
both school and community related.

WATER-BASED PAINTING
Review of basic color theory and the elements





and principles of art and design
Skills and techniques of water-based paints

ABSTRACT PAINTING

and supplies



Review of basic color theory and the elements
and principles of art and design



Both water-based and oil-based painting mediums

STITCHERY




Hand and machine sewing techniques
Embroidery, counted cross stitch, and
embellishment techniques

FASHION DESIGN I ,II, & III



Basic sewing

Fashion design pencil drawings

SCULPTURE



To work in a variety of art mediums in order to



create works that are 3-dimensional
Areas include found-object sculpture, mobiles, and
paper sculpture

FIBER ART
 Working with fiber art materials and
techniques to create functional fiber
art pieces
 Techniques include, batik, stitching,
 weaving, basketry, and fabric-art

MIXED MEDIA ART
 Working with multiple mediums in different combinations to create original
artwork
 Basic understanding of drawing and
painting required
 Prerequisite: Drawing Class (Intro, ColDigital & Interactive Media
or, or Black & White) and a Painting
 Explores digital media, digital printing,
Class (Realistic, Abstract, or Watercolaudio and video technologies, multimedia,
ors)
animation, and web page design.

JEWELRY
COMPUTER AIDED ART
 Introduction to basic jewelry
 Claymation animation
construction
 Creating pieces of artwork using various  Polymer clay designs
computer programs
INDEPENDENT STUDY
 For students with the intent of
PAPER SCULPTURE
pursuing an art-related career who need
 Introduction to the origin
to create a portfolio of artwork
of paper mache and its many uses
 Construction of a piñata
 Creation of a “Simple Screamer” piece

World Languages
FRENCH I

SPANISH I






Students develop an authentic and practical
understanding of the Spanish Language and Culture.



Students develop an authentic and practical
understanding of the French Language and Culture.

Expression of thoughts, feelings and opinions in the
target language within basic, real-life situations and
learning scenarios.



Expression of thoughts, feelings and opinions in the
target language within basic, real-life situations and
learning scenarios.



New concepts will be introduced in context while
incorporating various listening, speaking and writing
activities.

New concepts will be introduced in context while
incorporating various listening, speaking and writing
activities.

SPANISH II










Builds upon skills learned in Spanish I and preparation
for communicating further through Reading, Writing,
Speaking and Listening.



Further development of grammar skills to include verb
tenses and those of increased complexity.



Thematic vocabulary dealing with travel, food, commerce
will be incorporated to expand cultural connections to the
language.

SPANISH III


FRENCH II

Further development of grammar skills focused on
communicating in additional verb tenses and those of
increased complexity.
Expression of thoughts, feelings and opinions in the
target language within basic, real-life situations and
learning scenarios are a focal point of instruction.

Builds upon skills learned in French I and preparation
for communicating further through Reading, Writing,
Speaking and Listening.
Further development of grammar skills to include verb
tenses and those of increased complexity.
Thematic vocabulary dealing with travel, food,
commerce will be incorporated to expand cultural
connections to the language.

SPANISH IV






Builds upon skills learned in Spanish III.
Further development of grammar skills to include verb
tenses and those of increased complexity.
Expression of thoughts, feelings and opinions in the
target language within basic, real-life situations and
learning scenarios are a focal point of instruction.

World Connections
History
Alive!

Government

Civics World Religions
Egyptology
American Civil War
AP US History

World War II in Films
Contemporary Issues

“The farther
backward you
can look, the

farther forward
you are likely to
see.”
Winston Churchill

H

Mr. Wright uses Google Docs to
give students immediate feedback on their written responses.

Humanities
History Alive!
Pursuing American Ideals 10





Social Studies 12



Centers on the five founding ideals
from the Declaration of Independence:
Equality, rights, liberty, opportunity,
and democracy
Invites students to study how Americans have applied these ideals, from
establishing an American republic to
the making of modern America

Designed for seniors who attend
GJCTC who need a humanities credit
Topics include Government & Economics, Geographic Positioning Satellite applications, and urban planning

Kobe Charney researches the impact of the Industrial Revolution
on American society.

World Connections



Analyzes global events from pre-history and
the dawn of civilization through present day
Takes a thematic, “big-picture” approach to
the study of world history

Government Alive! Power,
Politics, and You


Units include: Power, Authority, and
Government, Foundations of American
Government, Political Participation
and Behavior, The Legislative Branch,
The Executive Branch, The Judicial
Branch, and The United States and The
World

Econ Alive! The Power to
Choose
 Units include: The Economic
Fundamentals, How Markets Work, Economic
Institutions and Organizations, and Economics
of the Public Sector. And Globalization and
Global Economy

AP US History



Prerequisite: minimum 93% in each
quarter in all Social Studies classes

Designed to prepare students for the
AP US History exam
 Focuses on developing students’ abilities to
think conceptually about US history from
approximately 1491 to present
Seven themes are covered from politics and power
to America in the world


Encourage students to reason historically
about continuity and change over time
and make comparisons about historical
developments

AP US GOVERNMENT AND
POLITICS


Introduces students to key political ideas,
institutions, policies, interactions, roles &
behaviors that characterize the political culture of the US


Examines politically significant concepts & themes, students learn to apply
disciplinary reasoning, assess causes &
consequences of political events, and
interpret data to develop evidence
based arguments

H

“Education is the most
powerful weapon which
you can use to change
the world. “

“Peace and friendship with
all mankind is our wisest
policy, and I wish we may
be permitted to pursue it.”
“You may not control all
of the events that happen
to you, but you can
decide not to be reduced
by them.”

World War II in Films:
European Theaters


Focuses on the period of World War II,
from its origins in European nationalism,
World War I and the Great Depression,
through to its conclusion and aftermath,
including the rebuilding of Europe and the
aftermath, including the rebuilding of Europe and the Cold War


Emphasis is paid to the treatment of the war in popular
cinema

World Religions

World War II in Films:
Pacific Theater




Civics (Pre-Law)




Focuses on the period of World War II from
the Japanese invasion of China to its expansion into the Pacific and the dropping of
atomic bombs
Emphasis paid to the treatment of the war in
popular cinema

Egyptology




Introduces students to the common
characteristics of the religions of the
modern world
Compare and contrast major ideas,
spokesmen, and the impact of each on
the world’s population



The American Civil War




US Foreign Policy






Course examines two major trends
in Post-World War II: conflict and
separation during the Cold War
and European integration and cooperation under the auspices of the
European Union

Covers the American Civil War from the
Missouri Compromise, the election of
Abraham Lincoln, and the bombardment
of Fort Sumter, until the Reconstruction
of the Confederacy
Documents covered - Emancipation Proclamation and the Gettysburg Address
Discussion of states’ rights and slavery

Contemporary Issues


European History: 1945Present



Focus on the dynamic issues facing today’s
society enabling them to discover their
values and responsibilities as citizens in
that society
 Issues discussed include international conflicts, pollution,
energy, domestic policy, etc.

Introduction to early Egyptian History as
connected to early pharaohs, historic
sites, religious implication, and geographic highlights
Discussion on combining of Egyptian and
Greek cultures

Modern Middle East


Course provides students with a detailed
understanding of the history of America’s
relations with countries around the world
as well as of current United States foreign
policy issues

Introduction to law includes knowledge
and skills pertaining to the law, the legal
process, and the legal system, and fundamental principles and values on which they
are based
Citizen’s rights and responsibilities will be
examined through deliberation, analysis,
and critical thinking



Covers the emergence of the modern
Middle East from the fall of the Ottoman
Empire, at the end of the First World
War to the present
Discussion of the Arab-Israeli conflict and
its impact on the region

“The only man who
never makes a mistake
is the man who never
does anything.”

H

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
DRAFTING & DESIGN

.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
DRIVER’S THEORY
INNVENTIONS & INNOVATIONS
FABRICATION ENGINEERING
VIDEO JOURNALISM
COMPUTER DESIGN DIGITAL VIDEO PRODUCTION

INTRO TO APP DESIGN
INTRO TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
GAME DESIGN

.

INTRO TO JAVA

COMPUTER PRINCIPLES

T

Technology & Engineering
CAD Design

Drafting & Design Technology I, II, III
Architectural Engineering I, II, III



Basic concepts of design, sketching, mechanical drawing, CAD



Introduction to residential construction



Hands-on problem solving incorporating CAD software



Creating floor plans and remodel plans



Create 3D solid models, engineering drawings, assemblies



TSA content and curriculum



SolidWorks CAD software, 3D printer prototyping



3D models and design layouts



CAD to CNC Router

*Class levels beyond “I, II, III” are available for students meeting the prerequisites

ROBOTICS
Engineering Technology I, II, III

Digital Video Production I, II, III


Windber News morning announcements



Video and Audio Recordings



Basic robotic concepts & coding



Daily video editing of segments



Build & testing of robots



On screen or behind the scenes (post-production)



Competition beyond classroom



TSA and VEX content and curriculum

Video Journalism I, II, III



Activity-based cooperative learning



Windber News morning announcements



Basic journalistic and technological skills



Shoot, edit, present video material



Script, storyboard and story creations

VIDEO

STEM

Manufacturing
Inventions & Innovations I, II, III

Fabrication Engineering I, II, III



Introduction to electricity & electronics



Basic materials manufacturing



Wiring components, circuits and devices



Safety, tool and machine use



Using technology to grow plants



Hands-on welding projects



Theory behind hydroponic culture



Cooperative hands-on projects



Building an RC powered vehicle



Multimedia animated productions

Engineering

T

Technology & Engineering
AP Computer Science (CS) Principles

Computer Science (CS) Principles






Learn how the multi-layered systems of the Internet function as
you collaboratively solve problems and puzzles about encoding
and transmitting data, both “unplugged” and using Code.org’s
Internet Simulator
Use a variety of digital tools to look at, generate, clean, and manipulate data to explore the relationship between information
and data. Create and use visualizations to identify patterns and
trends



Learn the JavaScript language with turtle programming in Code.org’s
App lab coding environment. Learn general principles of algorithms and
program design that are applicable to any programming language



Research current events around the complex questions related to public
policy, law ethics, and societal impact. Learn the basics of how and why
modern encryption works



Continue learning how to program in the JavaScript language. Use
Code.org’s App Lab environment to create a series of applications that
live on the web. Each App highlights a core concept of programming

Learn the JavaScript language with turtle programming in

Code.org’s App Lab coding environment. Learn general principles of algorithms and program design that are applicable to any
programming language.

The AP Performance Tasks are projects that students submit to the College Board as part of the AP assessment. The Explore task is a small
research project about a modern innovation. The Create task is a programming project.



Required AP Exam at the end of the course.

Intro to App Design
Drivers Theory I



Design principles and software use



PA Laws and Regulations



Create apps for portable electronics



Decision-making/Risk Reduction



Algebra prerequisite (B or better)



Knowledge of Vehicle Operations



Driving Conditions



Perceptual Skills Development



Influences Upon Driver Performance

Intro to Java

Independent Study

Technology



Programming language and computing



Study of technology that is used to power utilities, games,
and business applications

Computer Design - Build your Own Computer



Pursue a discipline in greater depth



Extension of curriculum



Permission required by guidance & teacher

Game Design



Hands-on customize & build your own personal computer



Computer Hardware, software, BIOS configuration, installation and configuration



Cost upwards of $300



Conceive, design, & create a video game from scratch

Intro to Computer Programming



Storyboarding, game play, animation, scripting, level
editing and gaming engines are discussed



Programming language Alice



Create storyboards, flowcharts, characters and worlds



Move three dimensional objects to perform various tasks

Engineering

T

“Music gives a
soul to the

Windber Chorale
Jazz Band Guitar

Ukulele
Orchestra

Popular Music

History of American Music

universe, wings
to the mind,
flight to the
imagination,
and life to
everything.”
-Plato

PA

WINDBER CHORALE


For students to gain a wide knowledge of choral
literature including contemporary, classical, barbershop, show tunes, spirituals, and humorous
styles of music
 Two programs presented each year

MUSIC THEORY


Designed for the serious music student to learn
the fundamentals of harmony
 Basic elements of music notation, harmony,
melody, and form
 Preparatory for students contemplating
music as a profession

SENIOR BAND
 Students encouraged who have been accepted through prior experience in the
band program
 Previous experience with a musical instrument or through audition/agreement
with the band director
 Opportunities available for interested students to audition and participate in county,
district, region, all-state and
college/university honor bands
 Grading is based on participation, performance and knowledge
of all music and participation in
all
rehearsals/performances
including those held after school
 To be offered during
Core plus More

PA

Senior High Jazz Band







SENIOR HIGH ORCHESTRA

For students interested in playing in an instrumental
ensemble that places emphasis on jazz, rock, Latin or
other popular/dance styles.
Big band and small ensemble/combo skills.
Development of sight-reading, rhythmic and
improvisational skills.
Prerequisite:
prior instrumental experience



Focuses on solo and group performances
with string instruments
(violin, viola, cello, and bass)
but not required


Must obtain their own instruments
through a rental program or other
means – check with music department
 Opportunities for interested and
more advanced students to audition
and participate in county, district,

History of American Music


Previous experience is encouraged



Covers the origins of blues, jazz, hip
hop, rap and country music and how
these elements contribute in the
development of American Popular

region, and all-state orchestras

Grading is based on participation,
performance and knowledge of all
music, and participation in all
rehearsals/performances, including
those held after school.



Music.
 Some basic keyboarding skills may be
introduced.
Introduction to Ukulele
 Intended for beginners interested in
developing ukulele playing skills or
later transitioning into learning
guitar.
 Topics covered include basic technique,
music reading (both notes & tabs),
strumming patterns and
accompaniment styles.
 Ownership of a ukulele is not required.

Development of Popular Music
 Focus on development of popular music over the
years (ragtime, hip hop, rock & roll, etc.)
 Topics include listening to recordings, watching
video clips, stylistic analysis, class discussions,
and lectures.



Offered during Core plus More
Introduction to Guitar






Intended for the beginning guitarist.
Topics covered include basic technique,
music reading (both notes & tabs),
strumming patterns and
accompaniment styles.
Ownership of a guitar is not required.

Introduction to World Percussion
 Study of percussion instruments within
different cultures based on the regions of
South America and Africa.
 Class size may be limited due to
availability of instruments.

PA

Pre-Algebra

Geometry

Algebra II Accounting

“Mathematics is not
about numbers,
equations,
computations, or

algorithms:

Pre Calculus
Statistics

Technical Math
Trig/Stats/Functions

it is about
understanding.”
William Paul Thurston

M

PRE ALGEBRA

Mathematics

 Fundamental foundation of basic Algebraic processes needed for higher mathematics
 Topics will include operations on real numbers, expressions, solving
equations and inequalities, exponent rules, and graphing on the coordinate plane

ALGEBRA 1

 A logical and systematic approach to problem solving
 Fundamental concepts needed for higher level mathematics

PRE GEOMETRY
 A precursor for the regular geometry course

 Topics will include operations on integers and rational numbers,
solving equations, graphing in the coordinate plane, systems of equations, rational and radical expressions, polynomials, and an introduction to matrices

 Basic geometric concepts and vocabulary to ensure success when taking
the geometry course
 Prerequisite: Algebra 1

ALGEBRA II
 Extend the concepts of Algebra I, preparing the student for trigonometry, analytical geometry, calculus, and upper level science courses
 Scientific and graphic calculators will be used extensively
 Real, imaginary, rational, and irrational numbers are used extensively
 Extends the student’s ability to solve all types of equations, manipulate
algebraically, utilize matrices, and create concrete visual representations of equations and inequalities through the use of graphing
 Prerequisite: Algebra I a& Geometry

HONORS PRE CALCULUS
 Prerequisite course for students planning to take AP Calculus
 Review all Algebraic and Geometric concepts and replace a traditional
Trigonometry class by covering all trigonometric concepts that students will need for AP Calculus
 Basic elements of Calculus will be introduced to make a smoother
transition to AP Calculus
 Prerequisite: Honors Geometry and Honors Algebra II

GEOMETRY

 Develop understanding of meaning and nature of a proof through
deductive and inductive reasoning
 Develop plane and spatial relationship
 Properties and characteristics of geometric figures
 Emphasis is placed on the use of algebra to solve problems applying
geometric concepts
 Prerequisite: Algebra I or Pre Geometry
Honors Prerequisite: Honors Algebra II or teacher recommendation

TRIG, STATS, AND FUNCTIONS

 Introduce and work exclusively with the six trigonometric functions in
various contexts such as solving triangles, radian measure, graphing
circular functions, working with the trigonometric identities, and
solving trigonometric equations
 Part II of course will consist of Algebra III and will review and build
upon the concepts of Algebra II and is designed to prepare students for
Pre-Calculus
 Prerequisite: Algebra II and Geometry; Honors Prerequisite:
Honors Algebra II & Honors Geometry

CALCULUS
 Covers limits, continuity, derivatives of algebraic and

trigonometric function, extrema, and basic curvesketching techniques
 Relevant to students who are planning to pursue a ca-

reer in mathematics, science, computer science, or
engineering
 Prerequisite: minimum 86% in Trig/Stats/Functions

M

AP STATISTICS
 Course Weight: Advanced Placement
 Prerequisite: 93% overall in Honors Pre-Calculus or
Honors Trignometry

SAT PREP PLUS MATH
 This 9-week course is to give students the opportunity to prepare for
the mathematics section of the College Board Scholastic Aptitude
Test. Students will study test-taking tips, common question-types,
strategies, and will have the opportunity to do many practice tests as
part of their SAT preparation. GRADE 9 & 10 with Guidance recommendation.

 Will introduce students to the major concepts and tools
for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from
data. Pacing for this course is quick and the amount of
content covered is considerable.


Students are exposed to four broad conceptual themes:
Exploring data, sampling and experimentation, anticipating patterns, statistical inference.

 Students who take the course are required to take the AP
Statistics exam at the end of the course and the result of
the AP test only affects whether a college will accept your
AP test score in place of a Statistics course in college and
will not affect your grade in the course.

AP Calculus ab
 Course weight: Advanced Placement
 Prerequisite: Trigonometry & Algebra III with 93% or higher in
each quarter/overall grade average of 93% or higher in Honors PreCalculus.
 Students enrolled in AP Calculus AB should have completed

Trigonometry, Statistics, and Functions or Honors PreCalculus. We will study limits, derivatives, applications of derivatives, curve sketching, indefinite and definite integrals, integration, and differential equations. We extend the students understanding of these topics through discovery and the use of technology. Many labs will be utilized to show the applications of
Calculus to real-life physical situations. Students understand
that they will be required to do a summer preparatory assignment and will have a considerable amount of homework in order to keep up with the pacing of the course. Part of the course
will be dedicated to the preparation for the AP Calculus AB test
at the end of the year. The result of the AP test only affects
whether a college will accept your AP test score in place of a
Calculus class in college and will not affect your grade in the
course.

COLLEGE AND TECHNICAL MATH
Prerequisite: Algebra I and Geometry
This course is focused on developing students' mathematical skills
consistent with the Pennsylvania Core standards in a manner driven
toward preparing them for real-life problem solving.

AP Calculus BC
 Course weight: Advanced Placement
 Roughly equivalent to both first and second semester college Calculus courses
 Prerequisite: Honors Pre-Calculus and AP Calculus A/B
 Extends content learned in AP Calculus A/B to different types

of equations and introduces the topic of sequences and series
 Topics covered include differential and integral calculus, in-

cluding concepts and skills of limits, derivatives, definite integrals, the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, and series
 Encourages students to approach Calculus concepts and prob-

lems when they are represented graphically, numerically, analytically, and verbally, and to make connections amongst those
representations
 Use of technology will be utilized to help solve problems,

experiment, interpret results, and support conclusions

M

Health & Fitness
Team Sports
Fitness
Weight Lifting

Archery & The Outdoors

Just Dance

Spinning

“If you
don’t take
care of
your
body,

where are
you going
to live?”
-Unknown

PE

Health/Physical Education
WELLNESS

FITNESS
Fitness



Weightlifting

Learn about and strengthen all five components of
physical fitness.
Workouts include weightlifting, yoga, jogging,
spinning, plyometrics, cross fit, and beach body
workouts such as 21 day fix, T25 and more.



Focus on mountain biking skills and experiences



Offers recreation and challenges in an outdoor setting



Helmets provided

SPORTS





Use of Accusplit pedometers to explore wellness, technology, and math for a cross curricular fitness class



Incorporation of fitness journal

Just Dance

HEALTH



Designed to get fit through dance



Activities include, but are not limited to, soccer, t-ball,
basketball, kickball, flickerball, matball, and flag football

First two weeks—yoga workouts, next three weeks—hip hop
abs, conclude with “Zumba” dance routines



Popular dance routines

Enhance cardiovascular fitness and increase muscles

Spinning

Team Sports





Pedometer Walking/Fitness

Mountain Biking



Learn about and strengthen all five components of
physical fitness.
Use differing types of resistance to build and strengthen
muscle including the use of various fitness workouts.





Getting in shape using the stationary bike by following expert
workouts provided by Peloton on-demand.

Archery & the Outdoors


Designed to teach the International style target archery



Covers archery history, safety, technique, equipment, mental
concentration, core strengthening, physical fitness and selfimprovement

Health & Fitness

PE

Core Plus

More

Classes

Your Core Plus More classes are courses that enhance
specialty areas of your education. In these classes you will work
towards your graduation project, enhance areas of your personal
life, participate in personal fitness classes, and explore various
specialty areas of education. Core Plus More classes are offered
to specific grade levels and rotate every nine weeks.
Graduation
Project

Exploration

Core Plus
More Classes
Life &
Personal

Health &
Wellness

Grade 9

Core Plus

More

Classes

Library and Research Skills
Search strategies for search engines,
subject directories, general and subject
–specific subscription databases, and
Opac
Noodletools to generate a works cited
Evaluation of resources, distinction
between scholarly sources and popular
communication, recognition of plagiarism, and proper citation of sources






Technology


Human Biological Systems



Introduction to the systems that
comprise the human body
Build on concepts introduced in Middle School and prepare students to be
successful in more advanced
biological studies

Explore various aspects of technology
using real world software applications

Test Prep






An online self-study course to prepare students to take the PSAT, SAT
or ACT exams
Test-taking tips & common question
-types
SAT & ACT practice tests
Prepare students for state mandated
testing

Grade 10

Core Plus

More

Classes






Success 101
Focus on student’s career path
Information to support a student’s successful transition from
high school to post-secondary
school, military, and/or the world
of work

Life Sports
Activities to include Nintendo
Wii, Dance Dance Revolution,
Kan Jam, Pedometer Walking,
Blongo, Baggo, 4 Squares,
Hackey Sack, Bowling, Target
Archery and Golf





Personal Safety
Household, personal, occupational and auto safety

STEM Engineering
Students apply and integrate
science, technology, engineering and mathematics concepts
through co-curricular activities, competitive events and
related programs

TEST PREP
Support for students as they prepare for state mandated testing

Grade 11

Core Plus

More

Classes

Presentations
Exposure to a variety of methodology related to public presentations to include, but not limited
to, written and oral technology
formats
Use of Photo Shop, PowerPoint,
Audio, and Photo Story







Healthy Lifestyles
Discussions on personal and
community health; mental,
emotional, and social health; injury prevention and safety; nutrition and physical activity; alcohol, tobacco, and other drugs;
growth, development, and sexual
health







Guidance

Post-secondary options (either two or four year educational opportunities) - Completion of applications,
standardized testing ACT, SAT, scholarship opportuni-ties,
job shadowing connections, discussion of degree programs
( Associates, B M D, etc) Financial Aid –FAFSA
Military – ASVAB Testing, recruiter contacts, tuition
support programs, technical training, investigate
branches of military
World of Work – online resume, PA career link, soft
skills, interview process, job application process, professional behavior soft skills, and agency resources for job
placement.



Cultures Art
Explore a variety of historical
and current aspects of our
global society through different artistic media

TEST PREP
Support for students as they prepare for state mandated testing

Grade 12

Core Plus

More

Classes
Personal Finance

Post– Secondary Planning


Career interest inventories and career planning



Focus on student’s career path
Information to support a student’s successful
transition from high school to post-secondary
school, military, and/or the world of work













Personal Fitness
Each student is issued a state-of-the-art ACCUSPLIT pedometer and are required to complete 2900 steps during the allotted class time
Student assessment is based upon his/her performance
Students required to document their daily progress through a fitness “journal” card





Exploration of banking procedures
(checking and savings accounts, certificates of deposit, investments) and
maintaining bank records
Exercises in budgeting, spending, and
saving
Introduction to stock purchases,
trading and investments

Leadership
Students will learn the traits of renowned leaders at the local, national
and international levels
Center on skills needed to lead in a
globally competitive world

TEST PREP
Support for students as they prepare for state mandated testing

Learning Support: Students who
require learning support services will
follow the regular education curriculum in
scope and sequence. An adapted curriculum will be provided in the core academic
areas of Math, Communications, Science,
and Humanities on an individual basis.

Emotional Support Program:
Students requiring emotional support services may have their needs met through a
part-time program or on an itinerant basis.
The regular high school curriculum provides the foundation for their learning
and, as appropriate, students attend regular education classes.

Life Skills Program:
Students in need of a Life Skills
curriculum are provided with
functional academics, practice
in activities of daily living, as
well as functional vocational
opportunities. This program
adapts coursework to the
student’s instructional level.

Autistic Support
Program:
Students requiring autistic
support services may have
their needs met through a
part-time program or on an
itinerant basis. The regular
high school curricu-lum
provides the foundation for
their learning and, as
appropriate, students attend
regular education classes.

Alternative Education
Program: The Alternative
Education for Disruptive
Youth program is provided to
students who's behavioral
needs exceed the scope of the
established Code of Conduct
for the School District and
require referral to an
educational and therapeutic
environment outside of the
school district.

Gifted Program: Students in need of acceleration
or enrichment are provided with academic opportunities that align with their individual strengths. This
program may be used in conjunction with advanced
coursework offered in the district or may be supplemented by additional educational opportunities.
Program eligibility is defined by state and district
guidelines.

English As a Second Language
(ESL): ESL curriculum for grades 9-12
is sequenced to build and develop nonnative English speakers’ linguistic proficiency with the six language areas of listening, speaking, reading, writing, crucial
thinking/learning strategies, and culture.
The goal of the curriculum is to provide
students with the skills needed to make a
successful transition into the content area
classroom and become a fully functioning
member of the English-speaking
community. Students must meet requirements as noted in the WIDA assessment.

The focus of the Adapted Learning
Programs at Windber Area School
District is to support students with
specially designed instructional
needs as determined in each student's Individualized Education
Plan (IEP) or Gifted IEP.
Wherever and whenever possible,
students are to be educated in the
Least Restrictive Environment
with supplementary aids and
services, as required by State and
Federal Law.

Work-Based Learning Programs:
These programs (through GJCTC) provide
students the opportunity to develop
employment skills in a competitive setting.
These students are given the opportunity to
develop these skills while being paid for
their services. Student work experiences
are assessed and monitored for progress and
achievement by a school district staff
member.

Transition Services: Transition services provide a bridge between a student's high
school education and their post-secondary future. These services are provided to students with specially designed instructional needs who are 14 years of age or older.
Students and their families are provided with the opportunity to prepare for life after
graduation through the development of a transition plan (focusing on post-secondary
education/training, employment, and community living needs) with linkages to
community based agencies and vocational/academic assessment.

YOUR Notes and Plans….

Windber Area High School
Mission Statement
The mission of the Windber Area School District is to continue to develop a premier educational environment
that provides physical, intellectual, emotional safety while presenting students with engaging opportunities
that will allow them to develop to their maximum potential.

Vision Statement
The vision of the Windber Area School District is to ensure that all students have the opportunity to acquire the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and attitudes necessary to solve problems, communicate effectively, and be responsible citizens, while preparing for a life
of continual growth and learning.

Holistic Instruction Targets

Students will be:
Problem Solvers
Collaborators
Communicators
Innovators

Core Values

Safety
Student Development
Communication

Fostering our Students' Development in the 3 A's
Academics, Athletics, and the Arts

